Review 2018

On October 20, 2018 the Haunt Rater and his crew visited Brighton Asylum once
again! There is no doubt that Brighton just gets better and better. It is not only an insane
and intense attraction but, it is not for the faint of heart or those who don’t like to get
scared. Brighton now has a third, All New Attraction for 2018! If you want to experience
terror like never before seen, Brighton Asylum is the place for you!
We began our night in “The Tunnel”. If you think this is your
standard, run of the mill attraction…you are sadly mistaken.
You will experience shock, fear and excitement, all in one
single emotion and it will leave you stunned and amazed all at
the same time! This place will make you feel the meaning of
true terror as you make your way through this corridor from Hell! All creatures you can
imagine are hiding and waiting to feast on your bones and leave you as a gentle reminder of
what awaits every soul who makes their way through the Tunnel and the demise that is in
store for them!
Next, we made our way through the infamous Brighton Asylum!
This place will instill fear into your heart the minute you set foot
within its doors. You will encounter every nightmare imaginable and
will feel as if you will never survive your time within! You will face
fear like never before and you will be forced to encounter demons
who will torture you to your very soul. As you go through these hallowed halls, you will
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experience all kinds of demented and damned souls who are looking for their next victim!
Brighton Asylum is all over the charts INSANE! Don’t come unless you are prepared to
get scared!
Our final attraction for the night was “The Bleeding Grounds”.
Our own blood curdled at the thought of having to enter this
attraction. We had no idea what to expect as we went toward
some of the most menacing creatures to ever come about. Fear
could be felt all around. The smell of the dead was in the air and
there was no sure way to escape the horror we would experience.
The Bleeding Grounds brings a whole new level of fear that is unlike any other. If you are
looking to end your season on an amazing note…then this is where you would want to end
it…before it ends you!
We are excited to name Brighton Asylum as one of the #1 Haunted Attraction in
New Jersey in 2018! They have gone above and beyond the call to scare every soul who
enters their doors!
2018 Rating for Brighton Asylum:

(5+ out of 5)
(Our Highest Rating)
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